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THE POET AS COMET 

Is this poem pieces or a piece? 
 
 
I’m grateful for this silence, for this air talks to me 
The beige ceiling the light seeing 
A voice healing reviving 

I wipe tears 
  A fresh drink of life coming through me 
It’s like being hunted  I hear  STRONGER    STRONGER  
I accept death with peace and silence 

It’s the fourth stress, I repeat pressing my nails 
Something descends again 

Heeee Sheeee 
Shall I confess? 

Music drives this writing and the brick one stumbles over and over 
I hear nothing, nothin’ yet so much talks to me 
♪ 
 Did I hear everything 
  Vida Mia? 
 



metaphorical middle world  
      after 
           Anne-Marie Albiach 
 

 
Words begin as description.  They are prismatic, vehicles of hidden, deeper shades of 

thought.  You can hold them up at different angles until the light bursts through in an 

unexpected color. 

       Susan Brind Morrow 

 

 

One: 

hopes the hand of an artist who died will guide the trip of a pen across the paper  

art on paper: 

  Zen-like serenity in the heart.   

 

♪ 
 

 

 

P.M.: She  has suffered what neurologists call “a reduction in mental acuity”   

mindless   

re 

pe 

ti 

tiv ~~~ motions  

 

Preparation:   fresh space   in this reception 
♪ 

 

Days:   explore my hand, my eye, my past.  I learned stones could give birth.   

Waxy taste.   



 

Orange is like a man convinced of his own powers, wrote Russian painter Vasily 

Kandinsky, blue is concentric motion. 

The mango tree hallucinates:  The other side of Death explores my hair (braids it) 

    A ghost in a denim jacket.  An extra sol.  [fog with 

perforations in memory.] 

An octopus communicates by color:  

 If you have no eyes 

  just hands  

 feel the objects in the path 

Photopic vision 

Scotopic vision 

INTERACTIONS  LIGHT COLOR  MIND: 

How does vision  

    

[the ice cream of passion fruit 

tyrant of the senses]  attract  someone to earth? 

 

   ♪ 
 

The Leaf: pretty soon she is a leaf 

Mother confusing Denver for Lima  

[mountains for  Pacific Ocean]    the  indigo 

 

To name the color blue the Assyrians turned uknu (the noun for lapis lazuli) into an 

adjective. 

“truth” we share   hand insists 

   without its direct experience  

  The pain in another person’s body  daughter’s broken heart 

the union sparkles  

          

         ♪ 



  Mother of great sight:   

 

What do we know? 

What is our place in the universe? 

How little do we need to have everything? 

 

 GEOGRAPHY: 

 

 

Rock meets lapis sky 

 

 

...distance................................................................................................................………... 

between EYE and beauty  

....................... a humming feather.............................................................................….…... 

 

 

J.L. Borges says, certain places  
try to tell us something, or have said something we should not have missed, or are about 

to say something; this imminence of a revelation which does not occur is, perhaps, the 

aesthetic phenomenon. 

 

Reap a person  

 right  

  down to the skin of the world 

Our eyes are far away  

           

 from our tongues 

     ♪ REPEATS, REPEATS, REPEATS 

 



QUOTES  TO TALKING  TO MYSELF 
        after 
             Sei Shonagon 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Tuesday PM. 
 
 

‘This lady she remembers this thing, his absent mind and he could write trite 
poetry.’ 

 
 ‘I can explain what happens when I disappears.’ 
  
 ‘Today my dog let me know she doesn’t like the rug underneath her food bowl.’ 
 
 ‘There is a woman with ears but no tongue.  Of course I remember her!’ 
 

‘Yes, I think of that plastic blue ball I won in grade school.  Still haunts me, “Why       
did I win that precious prize?”’ 

 
 
  
 
OLIVES 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Wednesday PM. 
  
 
 The Russian Olive (Elaeagnus Augustifolia) deserves my respect but some people 
think it could be annoying.  Here is what I know of its story.   In the late summer coyotes 
and bears feast on this fruit, but they leave the yellow-green olive seed behind.  They 
have too much fun perhaps.  Well, this little Russian Olive began its unstoppable 
conquest and competition with other species.   Poor Russian Olive!  Do you know that 
some people have had the nerve to call it “the invader of riverbanks!”  The Russian Olive 
trees announce a rising river (my dad would have said that).  I think those people don’t 
even pay attention to the sweet-scented waves of the Russian Olive.  “Its aroma greets 
us.”  But people don’t know that or so.   As for me, it’s comic!  I just live my fruit life in 
bliss. 
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